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Environmental Conservation Award Winners Honored at
Informal, Creative Outdoor Event
The Portage Park District honored the
recipients of its 2021 Environmental
Conservation Awards at an informal, yet
creative, outdoor event on the grounds of
the park district’s operations center August
28. The event also marks the 30th
anniversary of the awards and the “50 + 1”
anniversary of the Kent Environmental
Council.
To ensure the health and safety award
recipients and guests amid the COVID-19
pandemic, appropriate social distancing was
maintained. Guided hikes, an auction table,
live music, a large tent with spaced out
tables for people to eat boxed dinners, and a
room with limited seating and continuous
video of the awards being presented and
information about the progress of parks in
Portage County were provided.
To view the video of Kent resident Doria
Daniels being presented with the KEC Edith
Chase Conservation for the Environment
Award, click here . Daniels was honored for
efforts to create the Thomas-Anderson
Community Garden in Kent’s Historic South
End neighborhood.

The names and photographs of the Portage Park
District's 2021 Environmental Conservation Awards
winners were displayed at the outdoor event along
with name and winner of the KEC Edith Chase
Conservation for the Environment Award.

To view the full video of the Portage Parks District Environmental Conservation Awards
winners, click here . For videos for individual recipients, click the desired link below:
Environmental Activism – Lorraine McCarty
Environmental Activism – Rhonda Boyd
Land Conservation – The Carlisle Family
Environmental Stewardship – Al Barber
Environmental Education – John Lang
Environmental Stewardship – Ken Christensen
Green Business – Emily’s Soaps
Lifetime Achievement – Allan Orashan
For a video update on parks in Portage County parks narrated by Executive Director Christine
Craycroft, click here .
The VFW hall has been booked for next year’s awards ceremony, and we hope that the
pandemic will permit us to celebrate there as we usually do.

—Lorraine McCarty

Good Environmental News for Green Energy, Oceans,
Food, Plastic Pollution, Drinking Water . . .
We don’t have room to cover all the good news, but let’s just stop and smell the roses for a
minute.

Green Energy
U.S. wind installations in 2020 represent
42% of new power and solar was second,
with 38% of all new capacity. Taken
together, these installations are equal to
80% of new capacity. U.S. wind energy is
only 11% of the total utility scale generating
capacity (i.e., electricity that is fed into the
grid) but it is gaining. The new goal is to
generate 30 gigawatts of offshore wind
power by 2030 and to continuing to grow
land-based power. The Interior Department
is proceeding with an environmental review
of a proposed 122-turbine project in federal
waters of the coast of Montauk, New York,
as offshore wind is a critical component of
the department’s effort to confront climate
change while creating thousands of new jobs
for a cleaner energy future.
Source: Akron Beacon Journal, September 1,
2021.

Oceans
Here are seven reasons to be optimistic
about the oceans:
1. Some high-profile conservation efforts
are already paying off.
2. Many fisheries are reasonably well
managed.
3. Some protected areas are rapidly
expanding, and that could play a
hugely positive role.
4. Some progress is being made in the
global struggle against pollution.
5. We know how to restore crucial costal
ecosystems, such as mangroves, on a
large scale.
6. Offshore wind is rapidly ramping up to
deliver clean energy on a global scale.
7. Optimism breeds action.
For more details on each point, click here .
Source: Smithsonian Magazine, August 11,
2021.

Food
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
plans to publish a ban on the use of
chlorpyrifos (an organophosphate insecticide
used to control foliage and soil-borne insect
pests on a variety of food and feed) on food.
The chemical has been tied to neurological
harm to children. The ban will take effect in
six months. In April, the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals ordered that the ban be
implemented unless the EPA could prove the
chemical was safe, which it could not do.
The ban therefore will be published in its final
form rather than in draft form with a public
comment period. The court order was based
on studies going back years and reverses a
Trump administration decision not to ban the
chemical.
Source: The New York Times, August 18,
2021.

Carbon Neutrality
The European Union announced in July its
plan to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050.
The plan includes several bold proposals to
parliament such as taxing jet fuel and
banning the sale of petrol- and dieselpowered cars within 20 years.
Environmentalists such as Greta Thunberg,
however, are still pushing for more drastic
changes to keep global warming below 1.5
degrees Celsius (34.7 degrees Fahrenheit).
Source: One Tree Planted, July 21, 2021.

Clean Electricity
Oregon became the eighth state to commit
to 100 percent clean electricity. The law
requires energy companies to comply by
2040, tying New York for the fastest cleanenergy timeline in the county.
Source: Environment America news release,
August 5, 2021.

EV Stations
Electrify America, a charging network, plans
to double the number of its EV charging
stations by 2025, raising the total to 10,000

charging stations across the United States
and moving the country further down the
road to the electric-vehicle infrastructure
needed to stop climate change. This network
is funded by Volkswagen as part of the
company’s legal settlement related to
misleading consumers about the emissions
performance of its vehicles.
Source: Environment America news release,
August 5, 2021.

Carbon Collectors
Carbfix is installing eight carbon collectors—
each roughly the size of a shipping container
—to expand a plant in Iceland that now
catches and stores 50 tons of carbon dioxide
a year, raising the plant’s capacity to 4,000
tons a year. Fans suck in air, and specialized
filters extract the carbon dioxide. Carbfix
combines the carbon with water to form a
mild acid that is then pumped 800 meters to
2,000 meters (262.5 feet to 6561.7 feet)
below ground into basaltic rock. Within two
years, 95% of what was carbon dioxide is
petrified (i.e., turned to rock). Critics say
that carbon removal processes such as this
are too expensive and that the focus should
be on decreasing emissions. Others say that
both methods should be.

Carbfix's carbon collector is being used by
Climeworks in Iceland. (Photo source: Climeworks)

Sources: NPR, September 9, 2021; Global
Citizen, February 4, 2021.

Plastic Pollution
Colorado tackled plastic pollution with a
groundbreaking new law—the Plastic
Pollution Reduction Act—which bans singleuse plastic bags and foam in Colorado and
removes restrictions on local municipalities’
authority to ban plastic items. Under the new
law, local leaders can enact stricter policies
to reduce plastic waste.
Sources: Environment America news release,
August 5, 2021; Plastic Pollution Reduction
Act .

Lead Pipes
New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy recently signed
a bill into law requiring utilities in the state to
replace all lead pipes carrying drinking water

by the end of the decade. This move to get
lead out of drinking water will protect New
Jersey residents from drastic lead
contamination, which in the past has plagued
such cities as Newark and Jersey City. The
new law adds momentum to a national effort
under way to replace all lead service lines.
Sources: Environment America news release,
August 5, 2021; NorthJersey.com, July 22,
2021.

Radioactive Waste
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
federal agency that regulates nuclear waste,
quietly proposed allowing very low-level
radioactive waste to be dumped into
unlicensed, poorly managed landfills. Under
pressure from the public, the agency
scrapped this ill-conceived proposal.
Source: Earthjustice, Summer 2021.

Bryce Canyon National Park
A federal court has ruled that the Trump
administration broke the law in approving a
sprawling open pit in very near Bryce Canyon
National Park, saying that the Trump
administration assessed the economic costs
and benefits without also looking at the open
pit’s colossal climate cost.

National Resources Defense Council, Fall
2021)

Deep Sea Drilling
Deep sea drilling ended for good off the
coast of a New Zealand island when the last
remaining oil exploration permit off the coast
of the South Island of Aotearoa in New
Zealand was surrendered, ending aggressive
attempts to turn New Zealand into the
“Texas of the South Pacific.” Years of people
power for decades finally won and booted
out one oil company after another.

Greenpeace, Summer 2021.

Photovoltaics

European Photovoltaics Project
Municipalities from western Greece have
united and created the biggest European
social policy project with108 megawatts of
photovoltaics to cover their cities and offer
free energy to 5,000 vulnerable households.
Greenpeace Greece hopes to spark similar
projects elsewhere.

Greenpeace, Summer 2021.

Zero-Emissions Train
A Facebook post seen by KEC member Larry
Cole talks about research showing that all
Dutch trains have run on wind power—with
zero emissions—since 2017.

The Guardian, January 17, 2021.

—Lorraine McCarty

Recycling in Portage County: Challenges Continue
The Portage County Solid Waste Management
District has been reducing services to every
other week because of driver shortages. With
fewer drivers, those left are working too many
hours and it becomes a safety issue, Lindsey
Brennan of The Portager reports. In the
article, Brennan writes, “This year, drivers and
mechanics have worked over 3,500 hours of
overtime, sometimes working 12-, 13- and
even 15-hour-long days. In July alone, eight
drivers and two mechanics worked 475 hours
[of] overtime combined. At the end of July, a
mechanic and driver resigned, and the
remaining eight staff worked the same amount
of overtime, about 475 hours in August.” Even before driver the shortages, Brennan reports,
the district had been struggling with rising costs, shrinking markets for recycled materials and
many issues with faulty and worn-out equipment.
In addition to these factors, Brennan reported that in exit interviews several drivers said that
their poor relationship with Solid Waste Management District Director Bill Steiner was part of
the reason why they resigned. The commission that oversees the district, Brennan wrote,
had met with Steiner several years ago to address the issue. Some exit interviewees,
Brannon wrote in the article, did say that Steiner’s manner had improved over the past two
years. As staffing issues heightened, Steiner took an extended vacation (he has 12 weeks of

leave time).
Assistant Director Dawn Collins was appointed as acting director because there are some
functions of the job that cannot be done as an assistant director, Brannon wrote. Collins said
in the article that the Solid Waste Management District is trying to reduce the number of
hours drivers work by going to every-other-week service and that the district will not bid on a
new contract with Aurora when it expires in December. Collins added that drivers will still
work overtime but not to the same extent as they previously did. She also noted that a
couple of former drivers have expressed an interest in returning and that she does not
anticipate losing more drivers.
Portage County Commissioner Sabrina Christian-Bennett commented in the article that all
employers right now are having difficulty keeping and hiring new employees and that maybe
they [the Solid Waste Management District] needs to better inform new hires that the
position is not a 9-to-5 job. Christian-Bennett said that county commissioners were just
starting budget discussions and stressed that safety was of utmost concern. The county’s
administrator, Brennan wrote, is working with the district’s staff to see what can be done
without burning out their loyal, hardworking staff.
Sources: Record-Courier, August 2, 2021; Record-Courier, September 4, 2021; The Portager,
September 3, 2021.
—Lorraine McCarty

What Are the New U.S. Climate 'Normals,'
and What Do They Tell Us?
Every 10 years, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, (NOAA) releases an
analysis of U.S. weather over the past three
decades that calculates average values for
temperature, rainfall and other conditions. These
30-year averages are known as the U.S. Climate
Normals, and they represent the new “normals” of
a changing climate. The most recent analysis came
out in May 2021 for the years 1991-2020.The Normals are the basis for judging how daily,
monthly and annual climate conditions compare with what’s normal for a specific location in
today’s climate. They are calculated using climate observations collected at local weather
stations across the country and are corrected for bad or missing values and any changes to
the weather stations over time before becoming part of the climate record.
Here are some of the key findings from the May 2021 analysis.
A Warmer Normal
NOAA compared the U.S. annual average temperature during each Normals period to the
20th-century average (1901-2000) and plotted the findings on 10 U.S. maps, one for each
decade. The influence of long-term global warming, according to the report, was obvious:
The earliest map in the series has the most widespread and darkest blues, and the most
recent map has the most widespread and darkest reds.

Annual U.S. temperature compared to the 20th-century average for each U.S. Climate Normals period from
1901-1930 to 1991-2020. (Photo source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration .)

A Wetter Normal
In the collection of precipitation maps, few places show a precipitation trend that is either
steadily wetter or steadily drier than the 20th-century average. Instead, drier areas and
wetter areas shift back and forth without an obvious pattern. It probably is not a coincidence
that the last four maps in the series are nationally the four wettest-looking maps in the
collection. At least some of that wetness compared with the 20th-century average is linked to
overall climate warming and a “wetting” of the atmosphere that has occurred as rising
temperatures cause more water to evaporate from the oceans and from land.

Normal annual U.S. precipitation as a percent of the 20th-century average for each U.S. Climate Normals
period from 1901-1930 (upper left) to 1991-2020 (lower right). Places where the normal annual precipitation
was 12.5 percent or more below the 20th-century average are darkest brown; places where normal annual
precipitation was 12.5 percent or more wetter than the 20th-century average are darkest green. Maps by
NOAA Climate.gov, based on analysis by Jared Rennie, North Carolina Institute for Climate
Studies/NCEI. (Photo source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration .)

The Takeaway
The Normals might be shifting, but NOAA scientists and forecasters are not losing track of
climate change.
Source: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, May 4, 2021.
—Lorraine McCarty

An End to the Plastic Crisis?
The Sierra Club has developed an agenda to
begin solving the plastic crisis by pushing the
federal government and to do more. The
agenda calls for the federal government to do
the following:
Use its purchasing power to replace
single-use plastic items with reusable
products.
Deny permits for new or expanded
plastic facilities, infrastructure and
exports.
Make corporate polluters pay and reject false solutions that burden taxpayers with
cleanup costs.
Advance environmental justice in petrochemical (plastic production) corridors.
Update federal standards to curtail pollution from plastic facilities
Stop subsidizing plastic producers.
Join international efforts to establish binding commitments to reduce plastic production
and eliminate single-use plastics.
Reduce and mitigate the impact of discarded and lost fishing gear.
For more information on the plastic crisis, click here . Both the Sierra Club and Greenpeace
have been working on this issue. Check their websites to get ideas about how you can help.
—Lorraine McCarty

Abandoned Wells: A Silent Menace
Forgotten oil and gas wells linger, leaving rusted, corroding
pipes. The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that
United States has 3.2 million of these abandoned, nonproducing
wells. About one third of the wells were plugged with cement
decades ago (in some cases, the plug has loosened or come
out), and most have never been plugged. Many are leaking
dangerous chemicals into the environment, such as methane (a
climate-warming gas), and some are leaking chemicals, such as
benzene (a known carcinogen). Abandoned wells are a silent
menace that can explode or contaminate drinking water.
As just one example, Ashley Williams Watt found that the land
beneath the mesquite trees she once played in were leaking
dangerous chemicals into the fields of her West Texas cattle
ranch. She found crude oil bubbling from one abandoned well
and seeping pools of produced water containing toxic chemicals
in another field. She was afraid that her well might be contaminated and that it would be
dangerous to take a shower. When benzene was found in the well that supplied her cattle
with water, she moved them to another well in another area of the ranch. Even though
Chevron committed to plugging the two wells on Watt’s land, pledged to fix any future
leaking wells on her land (although the company is not looking for them), and told her the
cattle could safely return, she disagreed. She is haunted by a toilet that was bubbling up
crude oil when she was a teenager—when the family had to dig another well. She wonders if
her mother’s rare cancer was caused by this environment. She said she just wants justice for
her land, her cattle and the place where she spread the ashes of her parents. She knows that
the legacy her family’s ranch is still being written and does not want that history to end with
her.
Government regulators really don’t know
where many of these abandoned commercial
wells are located because they were drilled

starting in 1859 in Pennsylvania, before
record-keeping began and rules were
established. Pennsylvania officials have
located about 8,700 abandoned wells, most
of which are unplugged; however, state
officials estimate that between 100,000 and
560,000 such wells are located throughout
Pennsylvania. Some states have hired well
hunters who use drones and metal
detectors, while many other states require
companies to plug wells that are tapped out
and to post bonds in case the companies go
out of business. These funds, however, do
not cover the cost of plugging the wells. According to the interstate Oil and Gas Compact
Commission, oil-producing states spent $45 million in 2018 to plug abandoned wells.
President Joe Biden wants to spend billions plugging the wells, but it is unlikely that Congress
will provide enough money to seriously target the problem. In addition to polluting the
environment, the EPA estimates that these leaking, unplugged wells emit 5,000 times more
methane than plugged wells, thereby worsening climate change.
Source: Akron Beacon Journal, August 8, 2021.
—Lorraine McCarty

Environmental Extremes and Climate Shocks Costly
Well, our environment has certainly been
pressuring us to look at it closely—no matter
where we live. I look at the human and economic
misery that exudes from every news outlet and
wonder when it will end. The United Nations tells
us that weather disasters have soared worldwide
—killing fewer people because we are getting
better at predicting and preparing for them—but
causing seven times more damage than in the
1970s and straining the economy.
The relentless onslaught of extreme weather this summer (heat waves, floods, droughts and
wildfires) has shown us that the United States is not prepared for today’s climate shocks and
that adapting to them is going to be a costly task, at both the federal level and the local level.
Through the first six months of 2021, the United States suffered eight disasters costing $1
billion or more—before this summer’s extreme weather. Unfortunately, there are limits to
how much people and the planet can adapt and still survive without cutting man-made
emissions of greenhouse gases to keep these extremes from becoming even more extreme.
Climate experts say this summer’s disasters are tied
together. The high pressure that got stuck over the
West created the conditions for low-pressure driven
storms in the East. July was the hottest month ever
recorded on Earth, and it was the sixth wettest in 127
years. Heat in the oceans helped strengthen large
high-pressure systems. In the West, these conditions
added to the existing drought and triggered wildfires;
in the East, these same conditions steered tropical
storm systems up the coast and kept the region warm
and moist. Abnormally warm water in the Atlantic
provided extra moisture for the storms, making them more severe.
Put another way, record heat, severe drought and low soil moisture have led to the burning
of the West, which is warming faster than the rest of the United States and the world. The
number of fires in the West is incredible and hard for me to even imagine, as is the number of
acres burned. In mid-July, one report said that more than 80 large fires were burning though

1,157,976 acres in 13 states. They were being battled by almost 20,000 firefighters. As of
September 2021, there had been 1,177 significant fires in the United States. Compare this
with 594 major fires in 2020, or 783 major fires for the 10-year average. The National
Interagency Fire Center says that as of September 4, there are 23,772 personnel deployed on
68 large, active fires across the United States and that of the total number, 58 fires were
uncontained. None of these statistics, however, include the human tragedy of lives, homes
and possessions lost and businesses and communities ravaged.
And don’t forget the increasing ocean heat, which
has caused bad storms to become even stronger.
With Hurricane Ida, for example, the ocean’s heat
at the surface and its deep subsurface heat
caused higher wind speeds and rapid
intensification of hurricane Ida in a short period of
time, driving its winds up to 172 mph to make it a
very powerful Category 4 storm. Ida caused
widespread power outages that lasted for more
than a week and led to 52 deaths. Evacuation
orders kept many more people safe, but many
people lost their homes and businesses. After devastating Louisiana, Ida weakened to a
tropical storm and moved through the Atlantic states and then to the Northeast, were it
caused fierce downpours and tremendous local flooding. The infrastructure was
overwhelmed, resulting in power outages and road closures. People were swept away,
basement were flooded, and low-lying apartments became death traps. Thousands of people
in Pennsylvania were evacuated. The death toll in the Northeast, where many people may
have ignored the seriousness of the flood warnings, was 52.
Storms have always been devastating and deadly, but it is human behavior that is causing
the increase in damage. Will we learn our lesson and take action to prevent further climate
damage?
Sources: disasterphilanthropy.org, September 6, 2021; Record-Courier, July 16, 2021;
Record-Courier, July 22, 2021; Record-Courier, August 25, 2021; Record-Courier, September
2, 2021; Record-Courier, September 3, 2021; The New York Times Climate Forward,
September 8, 2021; Akron Beacon Journal, September 1, 2021; Akron Beacon Journal,
September 4, 2021; CNBC, September 5, 2021; "CBS Morning," September 9, 2021.
—Lorraine McCarty

Our Solar-Energy Future?
President Joe Biden views climate change and
inadequate infrastructure as existential threats to
people’s lives and the economy. He points out
that while climate change is here now and is not
going to get any better, it is possible to keep the
damage from getting worse. The Energy
Department’s Office of Energy Efficiency and
Renewable Energy says that it is possible to
supply up to 40% of the electricity the country
by 2035 with renewable sources.
The “All in with Chris Hayes” television show
recently did a segment on the future of solar energy. Hayes pointed out that Biden’s bold
new plan to address climate change states that by 2050 (less than 30 years from now), solar
can produce nearly half of the nation’s electricity, enabling the country to reach a goal of netzero carbon emissions by 2050.
It leaves one wondering how things will change so much when you compare the areas of the
country where we now produce wind and solar energy now with the areas of the country
where it is believed that we could or should be doing so by 2050. Compare the maps below
for a glimpse of where we were in 2020 and where we might be in 2050 in terms of solar

energy.

Concentration of solar energy in 2020.

Projected concentration of solar energy in 2050.

To give some perspective about how we could really put forward enough
projects to make the 2050 goal happen, Hayes brought in David Roberts, creator and editor
of the podcast “Volts” and author of Clean Energy Politics.
Roberts said that “we really can decarbonize the electricity sector (not the whole country) by
2035 and the real headline is that you can drive 95% of the greenhouse gasses out of the
electricity sector by 2035 with no extra cost to ratepayers. You’d get a whole lot of extra
solar and wind. We would need to pass a regulatory mandate.”
Roberts went on to say that “it would cost roughly the same as our current trajectory. When
you stop using fossil fuels, you stop having to buy fossil fuels and stop having to maintain
fossil fuel infrastructure. You save a lot of money. You get a lot more work out of electricity
per unit than you do out of fossil fuels on a per unit basis. So, there are immense savings in
efficiency just switching to electricity—and that’s not even taking into account the health and
climate benefits of ramping down all those fossil fuel plants. So, all the benefits swamp the
costs.”
However, Roberts noted, solar now produces only 3% of the nation’s energy, meaning that
it’s going to be a “hard lift” to reach the 2050 goal for solar. Compare the charts below.

In 2021, 2.3% of energy in the United States
is being generated by solar.

In 2050, 45% of energy in the United States
is expected to be generated by solar.

It may be a daunting task, but local utilities have to move to using more solar energy,
Roberts stressed. How does this happen? According to Roberts, it’s done by “building,
building and building. That is where the extra costs come from. Incrementally you are
basically rebuilding a new electricity grid around weather-dependent sources. So that means
a lot of new transmission lines, new technologies to balance power, and a lot of new plant
grid planning. So it’s a ton of building.”
He continued, saying, “Also, to meet these targets, you have to retire a lot of fossil fuel
assets before what is technically the end of their rated life span. So how do we pay for that,
who pays for that and who does not—versus the costs.” So, there are these issues to deal
with.

However, said Roberts, the policy that’s up for debate now with Biden’s energy plan “is a
clean energy payment program, which is not a regulatory requirement. It’s a pot of money
paying utilities to transition to clean energy.” That difference is significant, said Roberts,
because the costs passed on to ratepayers tend to be rather regressive. He argues that such
costs do not need to be passed on to ratepayers. Hayes described this as a carrot rather than
a stick. As utilities get used to receiving checks from the government Hayes suggested, it
might be an incentive to help the program survive long term.
I was amazed by the possibility that there might be a way to achieve Biden’s goals of
decarbonizing our grid. Whether we can get this together politically remains to be seen—but
at least it is doable, and in a way that will minimize costs to individuals
Source: “All in with Chris Hayes,” September 9, 2021.
—Lorraine McCarty

Environment Watch
Now let’s switch to look at the numbers from The Washington
Post, which track what Biden has achieved on the
environment as of September 12, 2021:
Biden has added 24 new protections and proposed
another 22.
The status of Trump administration’s environmental
polices: 42 overturned, 72 targeted and 123 not
targeted
Biden continues to make progress, although not fast enough for some. Several of the
overturned Trump regulations as well as Biden’s new proposals, include the following:
Case 1
In August, a federal judge in the U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona threw out a
major Trump administration rule (the “dirty-water rule”) that scaled back federal protections
for streams, marshes and wetlands across the United States. With its action, the court
reversed one of the previous administration’s most significant environmental rollbacks. The
ruling will apply nationwide and will afford new protections for drinking-water supplies for
millions of Americans and thousands of wildlife species that depend on America’s wetland
acreage.
Case 2
Also in August, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency banned the use of chlorpyrifos, a
pesticide linked to neurological damage in children, on food crops. This move came after the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that the Trump administration had improperly moved to
keep chlorpyrifos on the market.
Case 3
In June, Biden administration officials withdrew a guidance document that subjected the
EPA’s chemical toxicity assessments to review by the White House Office of Information and
Regulatory Affairs. Democratic Reps. Betty McCollum (Minn.), Chellie Pingree (Maine) and
Diana DeGette (Colo.) pushed for the guidance to be abolished. The EPA also withdrew
Trump-era guidance that Biden administration officials say “weakened” the agency’s ability to
oversee certain uses of perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances, or PFAS (“forever
chemicals”).
Case 4
Louisiana Federal District Judge Terry A. Doughty issued a preliminary injunction in June
against the Biden administration’s pause in allowing new federal oil and gas leasing. To

comply, the Biden administration was forced to announce fall sales and auctions in Alabama,
Mississippi, Montana, Oklahoma and New Mexico. This ruling contrasts with the many other
court rulings that supported Biden’s goal of keeping oil and gas in the ground.
Case 5
In August, Biden signed an executive order calling for half of all new cars and lights trucks
sold in 2030 to be electric or plug-in hybrids.
Case 6
In August, Biden proposed a mileage rule for vehicles that will top the Obama-era climate
goal and undo target standards loosened under President Donald Trump.
Case 7
The Biden administration announced plans on August 3 to undertake a new environmental
review of drilling within the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. The move came two months after
Interior Secretary Deb Haaland suspended nearly a dozen oil and gas leases issued by
Trump, saying that an “insufficient analysis” had been conducted.
Case 8
The U.S. Department of Agriculture proposed in July a plan to restore protections to Alaska’s
Tongass National Forest. This move introduces a new ban on most old-growth timber sales
from the Tongass. The plan would allow Alaska Natives and small-scale timber operators to
selectively log some old-growth trees but would end the large-scale harvest of old-growth
trees in national forests. The plan also suggests restoring “roadless rule” safeguards for the
forest. The roadless rule (enacted in 2001) keeps wild spaces free from roads and logging.
The Trump administration had stripped these protections for the Tongass in 2020.
In other good news: The PFAS Action Act passed in the U.S. House in late July. The
bipartisan bill designates two types of perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl substances as
hazardous under the Environmental Protection Agency’s Superfund program, directs the EPA
to limit PFAS discharges in waterways, and places a moratorium on new PFAS chemicals. Also
known as “forever chemicals,” PFAS take a long time to break down and have been linked to
health problems such as birth defects and cancer. The bill must now pass in the Senate.
And last but not least, Biden is pushing for the passage of his Build Back Better infrastructure
reconciliation bill as well as the smaller bipartisan infrastructure bill. Included in the Build
Back Better infrastructure bill is a plan to create a Civilian Climate Corps, similar to the New
Deal’s Civilian Conservation Corps, that would create thousands of jobs building trails,
restoring streams and helping to prevent catastrophic wildfires—in addition to many jobs
building a renewable infrastructure. Let’s hope the politicians will find a way to pass both bills
and get them on Biden's desk soon.
That’s all for now. See you in a couple of months with another installment.
I’ll be looking forward to the 26th U.N. Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26)
Glasgow, Scotland, from October 31 to November 12. Gretta Thunberg and other young
climate activists are already telling world leaders to quit talking so much and take real action
so that young people can have a future.
Sources: Environment America, July 24, 2021; Environment America news release, August 5,
2021; Akron Beacon Journal, September 9, 2021; The Washington Post tracking site.
—Lorraine McCarty

Environment in the News
More Sharks, Rays Threatened
Record-Courier - September 5, 2021

According to the International Union for the Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) Red List Unit, sharks and rays have been declining since 2014
and now are threatened with extinction, as is the Komodo dragon
(because of rising sea levels and temperatures in Indonesia. Ebonies
and rosewoods, threatened by logging, were put on the list as well.
However, tuna populations and some other species have shown that if
states and other actors take the right actions, it is possible for species
to recover. The IUCN assesses 138,000 species and has found that
more than 38,000 are threatened by extinction. The organization
reassess hundreds of species each year. Many of the planet’s ecosystems are severely
strained by global warming, deforestation, habitat degradation, pollution and other threats.
Veterans Trail in the Works?
Akron Beacon Journal - August 24, 2021

A hike and bike route linking Akron to Hudson is in the works. It will be completed in sections,
possibly taking 20 years to finish because trails pass through multiple jurisdictions, take much
cooperation and costs are high. Just over $1 million in local and federal funds have been set
aside by the Akron Metropolitan Transportation Study for the first 1.4 miles of what is being
called the Veterans Trail, not to be confused with Hudson’s existing Veterans Trail. Unused
rail lines will be converted to trails, a task that requires the Federal Transit Authority to give
permission to officially abandon its use of the lines for rail traffic and allow the lines to be
used instead for recreational purposes. More local support and funding will be needed to
complete the project.
Firefighters in Greece Turn Back Big Blaze
Record-Courier - August 18, 2021

In northwest of Athens, Greece, hundreds of firefighters used more than 30 water-dropping
planes to gain ground against a large fire burning in a nearby dense forest that led to the
evacuation of a nursing home and several villages. The blaze is one of the most severe
among dozens of wildfires that broke out that day. Amid intense heat, wildfires fueled by a
severe heat wave have burned across Greece this past month and have affected other
Mediterranean countries. Such wildfires have killed at least 75 people in Algeria and 16 in
Turkey.
Study: Melting Ice Threatens Emperor Penguins
Record-Courier - August 6, 2021

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has proposed listing emperor penguins as threatened under
the Endangered Species Act because climate change is threatening their sea ice habitat.
Research in the journal Global Change Biology shows that by 2100, 98% of emperor penguin
colonies may be pushed to the brink of extinction, and 70% of them will be in danger
sooner. The study referred to the low level of sea ice in 2016, which led to a massive
breeding failure in Antarctica’s Hailey Bay when the ice broke up before penguin chicks had
time to develop waterproof adult feathers. A total of 10,000 baby birds drowned. The colony
did not recover.
Study: Ohio 6th in U.S. for Jobs Supported by Oil, Gas
Akron Beacon Journal - July 22, 2021

The oil and gas industry accounts for 5.6% of total employment nationwide and 5.3% in
Ohio, according to a study by the American Petroleum Institute (API). The study calculated
$892.7 billion in labor income nationally and $24.7 billion in Ohio, based on data from 2019.
The study also cites the positive impacts of the oil and gas industry on employment, the
economy and national security. The API said it will use study’s findings to lobby policymakers
to pull back on policies that restrict infrastructure or access to development and to ensure
that industry specific taxes do not advance in Congress. The API said it also plans to address
efforts to meet demand for the fossil fuels while reducing emissions of greenhouse gases—a
stance that is in line with the organization’s 2021 “Climate Action Framework” of policies the
API would like to see adopted along with industry initiatives to reduce emissions.
Oil, Gas Waste Facility Rules Drafted
Akron Beacon Journal - July 17, 2021

The Ohio Department of Natural Resources issued a draft of proposed rules to regulate how
the state’s oil and gas waste facilities manage radioactive fracking waste. An Earth Justice
spokesperson called the rules long overdue but still insufficient. The organization is
concerned because the proposed rules allow some records to be exempted from public
inspection if those records are labeled as infrastructure records—even though the facilities
handle radioactive waste. Another concern is that the draft rules do not require all of the
facilities to have a radiation protection plan. The fracking process generates a lot of waste,
and companies are not required to disclose the chemicals in that waste because the
chemicals are considered trade secrets; however, some of the fracking waste is radioactive.
Property owners can waive their rights to require the companies protect public health and
safety and to protect the environment if they choose to do so but doing so does not eliminate
the potential harm to people who may be renters or who work at a building where these
rights are waived. The ODNR will review public comments and possibly revise the draft rules.
NASA Warns 'Wobble' in Moon's Orbit to Cause Floods
Record-Courier - July 16, 2021

Rising sea levels and “wobble” in the moon’s orbit will leave every coast in the United States
facing high tides that will begin a decade of dramatic increases in the number of floods in the
2030s. The journal Nature Climate Change published the study by the NASA Sea Level
Change Science Team, which drew that conclusion. Only far northern coastlines will be spared
for another decade or more because these land areas are rising due to long-term geological
processes. The journal article also said that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration reported more than 600 floods in 2019 and predicted that by the mid-2030s,
the number of floods will be three to four times as numerous. NOAA further predicted that
some floods would happen in clusters, meaning that the high water could last about a month
before receding. If floods occur 10 or 15 times a month, making it hard to keep business
running because parking lots are underwater or employees are unable to get to their jobs.
Such flooding also could damage costal buildings, while rising sea levels will put coastal area
in the United States at an even greater risk of flooding than they are now.
July Was Hottest Month on Record, NOAA Says
Record-Courier - August 15, 2021

July was the hottest month in 142 years of U.S. weather record-keeping, according to the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Extreme heat waves in the United States
and Europe led to an average temperature of 62.07 degrees, beating out the July 2016, 2019
and 2020 tied record of 62.05 degrees. Climate scientist Michael Mann cites this rise in
average temperature as “an exclamation mark on a summer of unprecedented heat, drought,
wildfires and flooding . . . . this is climate change.” The last time the globe had a cooler July
was in 1976.
Large Madison County Solar Projects Win State Approval
Akron Beacon Journal - July 21, 2021

Ohio state regulators have approved a second large solar project in Madison County and a
smaller project in Putnam County. The Fox Squirrel 577-megawatt solar project in Madison
County could start by the end of the year and could be in use by the end of 2023, according
to the Ohio Power Siting Board. In January, the board approved the 180-megawatt Madison
Fields project. This week the board also approved a 150-megawatt Powell Creek Solar Project
in Putnam County in northwest Ohio. Board records indicate that these projects are part of
about three dozen such projects statewide that are in some stage of development.
Indigenous Groups Battle Zombie Pebble Mine
National Resources Defense Council - Fall 2021

The Pebble Mine refuses to die. Despite being denied a key permit by the Army Corps of
Engineers a year ago, the Canadian company Northern Dynasty Materials has appealed the
decision. The United Tribes of Bristol Bay (representing 15 indigenous groups) and 80% of
the region’s residents have petitioned the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to cancel the
project permanently using its power under the Clean Water Act. Bristol Bay has the world’s
most prolific salmon run and a $2.2 billion sustainable fishery. The groups are urging the EPA
to put indigenous sovereignty and the long-term future of Bristol Bay ahead of the short-term

profits of the mining industry.
—Summarized by Lorraine McCarty

KEC Membership: Join Today!
We welcome anyone who wants to join the Kent
Environmental Council and support our efforts. If you are
already a member, you will be receiving a reminder of
renewal by mail the month before the expiration date for
your dues. Remember, dues are the main source of income
for KEC.
Basic memberships help us maintain communication among
our members for many of our activities. Sustaining,
Organizational and Lifetime memberships enhance our ability to implement our education and
advocacy responsibilities and to have a grant program to encourage innovative environmental
projects.
Membership levels are Student: $5; Golden Buckeye: $15; First-Year Member Special: $25;
Individual: $35; Household: $50; Sustaining : $100; Organization: $100; Lifetime: $500
To join or renew, send your name, address, phone number, email address and check made
payable to Kent Environmental Council, P.O. Box 395, Kent, OH 44240.
To join or renew online with PayPal, click here .

KEC dues are not tax deductible because the organization has a 501(c)(4) status.

Informal Breakfast and Discussion Every Friday
Join us for an informal breakfast discussion every Friday at 8 a.m. You have
two options. A few members have continued to meet at Little City Grill, but
most of us having been meeting via Zoom. To access the Zoom session, click
here . Use the password KEC1970. The password is case sensitive. But note:
There will be an in-person meeting only on the first Friday of the month until
the board decides otherwise. The rest of the meetings will be on Zoom or in-person.
KEC Board: Renee Ruchotzke, Chair; Bob Heath, Vice Chair; Brad Brotje , Secretary; Bob Wilson, Treasurer;
Jeff Ingram; Audrey Cielinski Kessler; Chris Mallin; Lorraine McCarty ; Fred Skok ; Ann Ward

Kent Environmental Council
Website: kentenvironment.org

Connect with us



